Heparin is an anionic polysaccharide widely used in clinics as an anticoagulant. However, heparin usage requires an antidote and sensors for safe operation during and after surgeries. In this study, a host-guest complex capable in selective heparin binding and sensing is presented.
Introduction
Heparin is a naturally occurring highly charged polyanion and a well-known anticoagulant widely used in surgical practice. 1 More specifically, it is a negatively charged sulfated polysaccharide belonging to the group of glycosaminoglycans (Scheme 1). The anticoagulant effect of heparin is based on its ability to activate antithrombin-III, which, subsequently, inactivates vital coagulation cascade substance such as thrombin and factor Xa consequently preventing fibrin and clot formation. 2 To balance and neutralize heparin dosing, a heparin 3 inhibitor is needed, and commonly, arginine-rich protein protamine sulfate (PS) is used for this purpose. 3, 4 However, in recent years there has been an interest to investigate alternatives for protamine due to its adverse effects like hypotension and serious allergic reactions. [5] [6] [7] In the neutralization process, electrostatic interactions play a key role as the heparin-protamine complex is formed due to the attractive forces rising from heparin's negative and protamine's positive charge. In addition to neutralization methods, also sensing applications during and after surgery are required for heparin concentration determination. 3 Commonly, activated partial thromboplastin time (aPTT) technique and anti-Xa assay are used. 8 However, these currently available analysis methods have certain limitations including preanalytical and postanalytical variabilities 8, 9 leading to the need of improved heparin sensing systems.
Many colorimetric [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] and fluorescent [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] heparin sensors with different functionalities and varying structures from small molecules 11, 14, [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] and host-guest complexes 16, 24 to synthetic polymers 12, [27] [28] [29] and peptides 31, 32 have been developed. For instance, a boronic acid based receptor utilizing preorganization of the structure provided a colorimetric heparin indication system capable in selective heparin binding. 11 Amine and guanidine functional groups, on the other hand, were exploited in the development of self-assembling fluorescent receptors designed for electrostatic heparin binding. 24 In this system, a variety of cyclodextrin hosts and fluorescent guests were used to detect the purity of heparin. Additionally, induced fit of cationic calix [8] arenes has been used for heparin binding with improved complexation when compared to protamine. 16 This system also provides signaling that is based on indicator displacement monitored with fluorescence spectroscopy.
Inspired by these macrocyclic heparin sensors, we have designed a series of cationic macrocycles capable of heparin binding in addition to host-guest binding. In more detail, we have studied resorcin [4] arenes and pillar [5] arene with varying number of positive charges and different cavity sizes (Scheme 1). Resorcinarenes, obtained from an acid catalyzed condensation between resorcinol and aldehydes, are well-known macrocyclic host systems for a wide variety of guests. 33 Pillararenes, on the other hand, are synthetized by linking hydroquinone ethers with methylene bridges to form a rigid rings. 34 Both of these macrocyclic receptors can be modified by attaching different functional groups at the lower and upper rims, and therefore these receptors have been developed for many applications, for example, in the areas of biomedicine 35, 36 and material science 34, 37 . The resorcin [4] arenes used here exists in their C 4v crown conformation which is locked by intramolecular hydrogen bonds between adjacent hydroxyl groups at the upper rim. Further functionalization of the upper rim with amine containing moieties in a Mannich 38, 39 condensation reaction with excess formaldehyde and subsequent ring opening with mineral acids 40 give the resorcin [4] arenes a cationic character that enables binding with anionic heparin. The pillar [5] arene used in this study has a characteristic pillar-like structure and cationic moieties on both upper and lower rim in addition to an electronrich internal cavity accessible from both sides. 41 By increasing the number of charges in the host structures from +4 to +16, enhanced heparin binding is expected due to multivalency. An anionic resorcin [4] arene not expected to interact with heparin was included in the research as a control compound. 42 Binding affinity between heparin and the resorcin [4] arenes (R4-, R4+, R8+ and R16+) as well as the pillar [5] arene (P10+) was studied in solution with dynamic light scattering (DLS), 5 methylene blue (MB) displacement assay, isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC), and anti-Xaassay. With these methods, we verified that binding affinity towards heparin indeed increases with increasing number of charges on the macrocycles. However, the resorcin [4] arene with four protonated amines did not show any complexation with heparin in the physiologically relevant conditions and concentration ranges used in this study. As assumed, the anionic resorcinarene did not have any affinity towards heparin.
In addition to the heparin binding, the host-guest system was able to detect heparin levels in application-relevant media. For this purpose, the most powerful host-guest combination is methyl orange (MO) as the guest, and P10+ as the host in 1:10 MO-P10+ molar ratio. The detection is based on ratiometric sensing by monitoring absorption maxima of free and bound MO. Moreover, a calibration curve for quantitative heparin dose detection in varying blood plasma contents was constructed. Hosts are named based on their structure (P=pillar [5] arene, R=resorcin [4] arene) and nominal number of charges.
Results and Discussion
Binding between the hosts and heparin was investigated through a series of DLS experiments. In the measurements, heparin solution was titrated with host solution and hydrodynamic diameter and count rate were monitored. As shown in Figure 1a , P10+ and protamine clearly display increasing count rate up to host-to-heparin mass ratio of 1.5 indicating heparin-host complex formation. Similar behavior was observed also for R16+ and R8+ only with lower count rates.
Therefore, based on the count rate data, optimal mass ratio for complex formation ranges between 1.25 and 1.5. In binding between P10+ and heparin, these values correspond in to R16+ P10+ R8+ R4+ R4-heparin neutral charge balance, which is a well-known phenomenon in complex formation between oppositely charged polyelectrolytes. 43, 44 On the contrary, hosts R16+ and R8+ need a charge excess for full complexation of heparin. This difference might be due to better availability of binding sites in the bimodal structure of P10+ when compared to unimodal nature of the cationic groups in R16+ and R8+ (Scheme 1).
When the hydrodynamic diameter data is examined in detail, it is obvious that R16+ and R8+ form the largest complexes with heparin whereas P10+ and protamine yield smaller host-heparin complexes ( Figure 1b ). In previous studies, a structure-and concentration-dependent behavior of macrocycle-polyanion complexation has been observed. Therein, it was concluded that the long alkyl chains on the lower rim of the amphiphilic receptors induce formation of smaller complexes of 50-60 nm. 45, 46 However, our resorcin [4] arenes lack these long alkyl chains leading to the increase in complex sizes. Protamine and P10+, on the contrary, have no hydrophobic tails, meaning that only electrostatic interactions are affecting the binding process. For further confirmation of the complexation, all of these compounds (protamine, R16+, P10+ and R8+) presented visually observable phase separation upon titration.
In both count rate and hydrodynamic diameter data, standard deviation values indicate that complex size and complex formation suffer from fluctuation. However, in signaling systems, large complex size and variation of the size are not destructive as long as they do not affect signaling accuracy.
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Based on the DLS data of R4+ and R4-, no complexation occurs between heparin and these resorcinarenes. For R4+, insignificant count rates and hydrodynamic diameters were measured but no confirmation of complex formation was detected even at high mass and charge ratios. This is most likely due to the low number of amine groups and steric hindrance caused by the cyclohexane groups in the upper rim functionality. As expected, no presentable data for R4-was obtained as the measurements had too low count rates to produce reliable size data, making this receptor a good control compound. Additionally, neither of the titrations between heparin and hosts (R4+ and R4-) resulted to any increase in turbidity of the sample.
DLS studies of host molecule P10+ were carried out also by including the guest molecule, methyl orange, into the system. In these measurements, no significant difference was observed when compared to the results without MO ( Figure S1 ) indicating that host-guest binding does not interfere with the heparin-host complex formation.
From these measurements, it can be concluded that heparin binding is evident for hosts R16+, P10+ and R8+, and it is as effective as for protamine. Additionally, binding is concentration-and structure-dependent, and is not affected by the host-guest complex formation. Heparin neutralization efficiency of the host molecules was also studied with methylene blue displacement assay in which heparin-MB mixture was titrated with the host solution. Upon increasing host concentration, absorbance maximum shifts from 568 nm to 664 nm if methylene blue in the heparin-MB complex is released and replaced with the competing host. This kind of behavior was observed for host molecules R16+, P10+ and R8+ (Figure 2 ), which is in good agreement with the DLS data. Especially R16+ and P10+ have promising complexation profiles when compared to protamine, as they are almost equally efficient in heparin neutralization.
Furthermore, based on the Table 1 , it seems that P10+ is even more efficient than R16+ as lower charge excess is needed with P10+. As was concluded also from the DLS data, this might be due to the better accessibility of the P10+ charges as they are located on both sides of the molecules versus unimodal localization of the cationic groups on the resorcinarenes. Moreover, R8+ shows complexation with heparin even though it is not as efficient as with R16+, P10+ and protamine.
As observed also in the DLS measurements, R4+ shows no complexation with heparin in the concentration ranges studied here. This can be attributed again to lower number of charges when compared to the other hosts, steric hindrance caused by the cyclohexyl group in the R4+ structure or due to lower binding affinity when compared to MB. Additionally, as expected, negatively charged R4-does not show any complexation with the anionic heparin. Moreover, measurements with host P10+ were carried out also together with the guest molecule, methyl orange. As in the DLS measurements, MO did not interfere with the host-heparin binding ( Figure   S2 ).
From these results, it can be concluded that R16+ and P10+ are the most promising alternatives for heparin binding and sensing. Overall, based on the differences observed here and in the previous studies on the electrostatic binding of heparin 16, 18 , multivalency has a high importance in the competitive heparin binding. ITC measurements were conducted to further understand the thermodynamics of the host-heparin binding. The calorimetric titration plot obtained for P10+ with heparin ( Figure 3 , Table S1) indicates efficient binding between P10+ and heparin and after background reduction results can be fitted with a sequential binding mode. The system corresponds roughly to binding saturation at molar ratio of seven, which is in relatively good agreement with the 1:1 charge ratio observed also in the DLS data. The binding is enthalpy and entropy driven and spontaneous at 298K. The first six binding interactions are very strong where the highest binding constant (K) is 2.75×10 5 M -1 and the lowest 6.39×10 4 M -1 . The last binding before saturation is relatively weak with a binding constant of 1.29×10 2 M -1 . Additionally, binding between R16+ and heparin follows the same trend but with less R16+ molecules per heparin molecule as the stoichiometry is approximately six ( Figure S3a and Table S2 ). All the binding sites indicate spontaneous binding and overall the binding is both entropy and enthalpy driven. The binding constants fluctuate but stay relatively strong between 1.11×10 3 and 6.31×10 5 M -1 . Further, for R8+, the stoichiometry dropped to four molecules per one heparin molecule and the spontaneous binding showed lower binding constants (1.25×10 3 -1.95×10 4 M -1 ) compared to the other hosts ( Figure S3b and Table   S3 ). As with the other host molecules, the also R8+ showed both entropy and enthalpy driven interactions with heparin. Based on the results of the ITC measurements, we can further confirm the electrostatic binding between heparin and the host molecules observed also in the DLS and MB displacement assay experiments.
13 In vitro heparin neutralization efficiency of the hosts was studied and compared to protamine by using a chromogenic 2-stage anti-Xa assay. In Figure 4 , it can be seen that neutralization effectiveness is dependent on the multivalency and concentration of the hosts. Figure S5 ) as was concluded also from the DLS measurements and MB displacement assay experiments. Similar effect of concentration and number of charges on neutralization efficiency has been detected also previously with polymeric heparin binders. [48] [49] [50] In short, the anti-Xa assay confirms that heparin neutralization is efficient and linearly dose-dependent with hosts P10+ and R16+. Moreover, at higher host concentrations, full neutralization of heparin is essentially achieved with P10+. Host-guest binding between the cationic hosts and methyl orange was studied with UV-Vis spectroscopy by comparing absorption maxima corresponding to free (470 nm) and bound (405 nm) state of MO (Scheme 2). In figure 5a, a clear decrease in A(470)/A(405) ratio can be detected for host P10+ indicating that it is the most effective receptor for MO. This data is derived from the original absorption spectra presented in Figure 5b where a clear blue shift in the spectra is observed. Also hosts R16+, R8+ and R4+ are able to bind the guest to some extent as can be concluded from the slight decrease of A(470)/A(405) ratio in Figure 5a (original absorption spectra for all resorcin [4] arenes is presented in supporting information Figure S6 ).
However, the spectral changes are insignificant when compared to P10+. The decreased guest binding affinity of the resorcin [4] arene hosts is most probably due to their smaller cavity size and less complementary structure. Additionally, resorcinarenes used in this study exist in crown conformation due to the intramolecular hydrogen bonds of the upper rim hydroxyl groups thus leading to shallow cavities. The tube-like cavity of the bimodal pillar [5] arene is larger and more complementary to the rod-like MO. [51] [52] [53] [54] Protamine was used as a control and no changes in the MO spectra were observed indicating that protamine does not bind MO (data not shown).
Host-guest binding between MO and hosts R8+, P10+ and R16+ were additionally investigated with ITC ( Figure S4 ) at 298 K. The binding between host P10+ and MO was further confirmed from these ITC analysis, which reveals the complexation to be exothermic, enthalpy driven and spontaneous (ΔH < 0, TΔS < 0, ΔG < 0). Moreover, binding is relatively strong with a binding constant of 1.02×10 5 ±0.211 M -1 in 1:1 binding mode. In comparison, the ITC data of R8+ and R16+ with MO show the binding to be unspecific clearly suggesting a very weak or no binding process. In addition, NMR studies were conducted to monitor the host-guest binding between 16 host P10+ and guest MO. As shown in Figure 5c , the 1 H NMR spectra show clear upfield shifts of aromatic signals of MO as a result of shielding, thus clearly confirming the inclusion complex between P10+ and MO. Host-guest binding between cationic pillararenes and MO has been studied also before in water 55 . The results presented here confirm binding between pillar [5] arene and MO in physiologically relevant media even though protonation stage of MO has been shown to have influence on the binding mode 56 . In the previously published study, inclusion complex is suggested to form in such a manner that the hydrophobic part of MO is inside the cavity and the sulfonated anionic head is outside the cavity. Based on the DLS and MB displacement assay studies performed in this work, no negative effect of this kind of host-guest binding on hostheparin binding was identified. In conclusion, based on superior host-guest binding results obtained with P10+, further application-relevant studies were continued with only host P10+. guest complex formation can be monitored. Inclusion of MO is most pronounce with host P10+.
Titrations were carried out in triplicates and averages with standard deviation are presented. b)
A blue shift in the absorption spectra is observed when MO solution is titrated with host P10+. c)
Host-guest binding was confirmed with 1 H NMR spectroscopy where clear shift of the aromatic signals of the guest is observed confirming formation of inclusion complex.
In the next step, heparin's effect on the host-guest binding and especially absorption properties of methyl orange was studied. In general, titration of MO-P10+ solution with heparin leads to increase in the A(470)/A(405) ratio ( Figure 6 ) indicating that interaction with heparin releases the MO from the host cavity. Analogous MO displacement behavior has also been observed before for a similar triplicate system consisting of cationic resorcinarenes, methyl orange and polyacrylic acid 51 . However, in the system presented here, the host-guest binding likely has more specificity as the pillararene cavity is more confined. In order to optimize our system, heparin titrations were carried out with varying host-guest molar ratios to obtain the ideal combination for heparin concentration monitoring. From the experiments, it was observed that, 1:10 molar ratio of host to guest is ideal as a clear plateau is observed ( Figure 6a ) unlike with 1:5 ratio, and moreover, further increase of guest concentration to molar ratio of 1:15 did not improve the recovery of A(470)/A(405) ratio. The original absorption spectra for all molar ratios are presented in supporting information ( Figure S7 ). From the A(470)/A(405) ratio, it is clear that the addition of heparin to the host-guest mixture did not fully release the MO from the host's cavity (Figure 6b ). However, correlation between heparin concentration and A(470)/A(405) ratio is linear with only minor standard deviations, which is crucial for the signaling system.
Highlighting the profitability of our host-guest binding system, the amounts of host and guest are reasonable in contrast to a previously published study 16 , based on calix [8] arenes and fluorescent eosin-Y, where nearly 1000 times higher molar ratio of calixarene:eosin-Y was needed for clear signaling.
In general, the host-guest complex needs to be selective towards heparin in order to perform properly in the application-relevant media consisting of competing compounds. Therefore, selectivity of host P10+ towards heparin was studied by comparing it to other glycosaminoglycans. As expected, and based on the high negative charge of heparin, P10+ is most selective towards heparin, as hyaluronic acid and chondroitin sulfate show nearly no competition with heparin ( Figure S8 ). Analogous selectivity profile has been observed also in other previously reported colorimetric 11 and fluorescent 32 sensing systems designed for heparin. Moreover, it was shown that with this system, a calibration curve for quantitative measurements can be successfully produced, and additionally, the effect of increasing plasma content can be evaluated. Buffer solutions with varying plasma content were heparinized with 2.8-42.4 IU/ml heparin concentration. To these heparinized samples, 30 μl of MO-P10+ solution with 1:10 molar ratio (4.1 mg/ml P10+ and 0.06 mg/ml MO concentration) was added. Absorption spectra stabilized quickly after MO-P10+ addition ( Figure S9 ), and therefore 10 minutes was chosen as the stabilization time for conducting the calibration curve. From Figure 6c , it can be observed that in Tris-HCl buffer without plasma, variances between different heparin concentrations is the clearest, but the linear region is slightly reduced when compared to 5 % plasma samples, which show a linear dependence between heparin concentration and A(470)/A(405) ratio with heparin concentrations ranging from 8.5 to 21.2 IU/ml. For both sample sets, before the linearly increasing region, no response is observed, and after the linear region, a plateau is gradually reached. Samples with 10 % plasma suffer from insignificant differences between different heparin concentrations and from the most prominent standard deviations. Similar disruption by increasing plasma concentration in heparin binding has previously been detected in other heparin sensing systems 18 . From the minor standard deviations in 0 and 5 % plasma samples, it can be concluded that large deviations observed in the DLS data do not prevent accurate sensing. To improve the system, for example, binding affinity between heparin and the host could be enhanced, as the system should be operational also at lower application-relevant heparin concentrations (2-8 IU/mL (17-67 µM) during cardiovascular surgery and 0.2-1.2 IU/mL (1.7-10 µM) in postoperative and long-term care). 57 The increased heparin binding affinity could, for instance, be achieved by further enhancing the multivalency or by increasing the sensor concentration. 18 Binding affinity can also be enhanced by increasing the binding surface allowing more simultaneous interactions with heparin. 15 On the other hand, by lowering the hostguest binding affinity, which based on the ITC measurement is high, one could more easily release the guest from the host cavity upon heparin binding.
Conclusions
In summary, we have shown that macrocyclic hosts are efficient heparin binders, and by introducing a guest molecule to the system, they can be simultaneously utilized also in heparin concentration monitoring. In the heparin neutralization studies, it was observed that multivalency plays a key role when macrocyclic host molecules are used in electrostatic binding of heparin.
Based on DLS, methylene blue displacement assay, ITC and anti-Xa studies, binding was efficient in competitive, application-relevant media with both pillar [5] arene and 22 resorcin [4] arenes when the molecules had high enough number of positive charges. Interestingly, host P10+ was the best performing host and essentially, it was capable of full heparin neutralization. Additionally, the host-guest complexation does not interfere with the host-heparin binding making the host-guest complex of P10+ and methyl orange an effective heparin binder and sensor. Ratiometric data for heparin concentration monitoring is derived from comparing bound and free absorption maxima of the guest, MO. Furthermore, based on this approach, a calibration curve for quantitative detection of heparin levels in varying amounts of plasma was conducted. We suggest that by further enhancing the sensing abilities at low heparin levels, the host-guest complexes are promising heparin binders and sensors. In conclusion, this study gives a deeper understanding on the possibilities of macrocyclic receptors in signaling system. We envision that based on the thorough solution state measurements, other tertiary supramolecular host-guest-polymer system can be developed, for example, for biomedical applications.
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